INTRODUCTION
Let f and G be scalar and vector valued functions of a vector variable x.
Consider the general nonlinear programming problem of the form :
, Fi'nd a vector x such that each component of G is nonposit/ve and if x is any other vector with the same property then f(x*) does not exceed f(x) . We are interested here only in the cases when f has no special properties except perhaps convexity. In particular, a problem is neither linear, quadratic, nor separable. Most of the desirable algorithms for the solution of this problem are based on the solution of successive linear problems and so they require the calculation of at least the gradient of f and the matrix of first derivatives, the Jacobian, of G.
If, in addition, the Hessian, the matrix of second partials, of f is avail, able then its use is often rewarded by a reduction in the number of approximate problems to be solved. When faced with the job of finding a computational solution to the nonlinear problem, the analyst is usually willing to assume the existence of the derivatives in question but justifiably reluctant to sit down and crank them out by hand and then code them for the machine.
It is also frequently the case that analytic expressions for the functions, much less the first or second partials, are not available. This is perhaps more often so for the objective function then for the constraints and arises for example in the optimal control of chemical processes and in optimal design problems.
The As one might suspect, even in the unconstrained problem it is possible to converge to a point which is not even a local minimum. Section 3 is concerned with methods arisfng when one is willing to determine first partials analytically but not second partials.
The results of these two sections are related in section 4 via the reduced gradient method to the problem of optimization under nonlinear constraints.
In section 5 we look at the significance of solving the discretized Kuhn-Tucker Saddle Point Problem which is the effect of the algorithms of section 4.
DESCENT ALONG DISCRETIZED GRADIENT DIRECTIONS
This section will be concerned with the most primitive of the methods considered.
Suppose we wish to minimize a real function f of N . subject real variables xi, .. ,x n to no constraints. We will assume throughout this section that f is continuousl~ differentiable and so any minimum of f lies in the set E = {x = (x I ..... xn)T:Vf(x) = 0}.
We will also assume that Vf is unavailable to us and must be approximated by differences. At this point it should be mentioned that none of the methods of this section are really recommended unless the number of variables is fairly large (ten) and then only Stewart's method seems_useful.
For smaller problems see [17] , [19] , [20] , [24] .
It is reasonable to ask why a method is included if it isn't useful.
The answer is that aside from a desire for completeness, a method is included because it is used by man~ people and successfully used by some.
The simple disc.rete analogue of steepest descent is the following: Given x k , choose h k = (h~, ...,h~) and form ~f(xk,hk) . Now choose k to minimize f(xk-~ ~f(xk,hk)) . waS .9999815959 and had been constant in five decimal places throughout.
An extremely interesting method which uses a discrete gradient has been proposed by Stewart [22] . The idea of the method is rather uninteresting since it is simply to use the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell
Hessian approximation on 6f(xk;hk) . The real interest is in the fact that the clever h-strategy devised by Stewart works so well.
Suppose that we have 6f(xk;hk) . Hk, an approximation to H(x k) and by k+l some method we have determined 
and it is easily seen that 3
Vf(x) = 2JF(x)TF(x) . An excellent iterBtion for finding stationary points is the so-called Levenberg-Marquardt method [13] , [16] . There seems to be no advantage in using analytic derivatives for these methods. When I IF(x*) I I = 0 the method does indeed exhibit second order convergence.
xk+l=xk-(~k+JF(xk)TJF(xk))-lJF(xk)TF(xk

DISCRETE NEWTON METHODS
In this section we will assume that Vf is available to us but ,~f(x)
The two methods considered here both attempt to speed convergence by using discrete approximations to second partials of f but they are quite dissimiliar.
Goldstein
and Price [12] considered the straight--forward discrete analogue of Newton's method for unconstrained minimization, ie
k was chosen to insure f(x k+l) < f(xk) , in particular by the technique [ii] , [18] ; . Clearly we each component separately or in the conventional way. So far we have been describing the analytic form of Brown's method.
The discrete form is so far superior that one generallycalls it Brown's method" and specifies "analytic form of Brown's method" when he wants true derivatives -just the reverse of the usual naming procedure.
Let us look more closely at the partials used.
The partial of x 3 with respect to
is just i~ but notice 3 fl3(X k ) that in this analytic form, although (x k) and in the minimiwe have fl,2 zation problem f12=f21,f21 is needed with a different argument. Hence symmetry doesn't help us to the extent it ~oes in Newton's method. On the other hand, for say j=2, 
h u s B r o w n ' s m e t h o d 2 n o t o n l y r e q u i r e d 5 f u n c t i o n v a l u e s p e r i t e r a t i o n as o p p o s e d to 6 for N e w t o n b u t w i t h a r a t h e r n a i v e h -s t r a t e g y it r e q u i r e d f e w e r i t e r a t i o n s , 3 as opp o s e d to 4.
The m e t h o d a l w a y s beh a v e s t h i s w a y w h e n some of the e q u at i o n s are l i n e a r and t h e s e are p l a c e d f i r s t in the o r d e r .
The r e a s o n is p r o b a b l y t h a t if M of the N e q u at i o n s are l i n e a r t h e n B r o w n ' s m e t h o d e s s e n t i a l l y r e d u c e s the p r o b l e m to an (N-M) x (N-M) ~o n l i n e a r s y s t e m . If all the e q u a t i o n s are l i n e a r t h e n the m e t h o d r e d u c e s to G a u s s i a n e l i m i n at i o n w i t h row p i v o t i n g .
It is this e x p l o i t a t i o n of any l i n e a r i t y in the p r o b l e m t h a t m a k e s the m e t h o d of s p e c i a l i n t e r e s t to us h e r e .
See [3] in this c o n t e x t , e s p e c i a l l y E x a m p l e 7.1 and f or an A l g o l p r o g r a m w i t h the S t e f f e n s o n s t r a t e g y see [4] . 
THE R E D U C E D G R A D I E N T M E T H O D F O R N O N L I N E A R C O N S T R A I N T S
If we p a r t i t i o n I lhGl I needs to be small enough to allow the result to apply in any little bubble on the set of feasible points which is too large for us to want to disregard.
There is really nothing special about the set of directions el'''" eN"
We could have used any other, possibly larger set of directions. One strategy might be to solve the problem on and then on say el,...,e N el,..-,e N where E. is a "45 ° rotation" of 8.
• 1 1 The previous answer should provide an excellent initial guess.
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